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 HC Price Xplot easily determines the differential for all 
three of those methods with minimal effort and data.
 “Keep in mind that if you are using an escalated pricing 
forecast, you may find that the differential will vary at low 
prices vs. higher prices. In that case, the best-fit line from the 
cross-plot may prove the most useful method,” said Ziehe. 
 For support, contact David Garcia, vice president, at  
David_Garcia@RyderScott.com or by phone at +1-713-651-9191, 
ext. 5509. Additional support is provided by Ziehe at  
Fred_Ziehe@RyderScott.com or by phone at +1-713-751-5576.
 More than 20 years ago, Ryder Scott released its first  
Reservoir Solutions freeware program and by 2006, the number 
of petroleum engineering and geoscience applications had 
grown to 10. Today, thousands in the industry the world over 
use the 13 Excel add-ins. 
 Reservoir Solutions user manuals are included in all Excel 
add-ins. All posted freeware programs produce presentation- 
quality, on-screen views and printer-friendly, hard-copy 
output. 
 Ryder Scott also distributes USB drives with the freeware 
from its booth at the SPE-ATCE and NAPE events.

Editor’s Note: Ryder Scott does not guarantee or warrant the 
accuracy or reliability of the Reservoir Solutions software and 
disclaims its fitness for any particular purpose.  
Acknowledgements: Many thanks to Ziehe and Bob Paradiso, 
vice president, for their invaluable contributions in making this 
program an excellent, user friendly product. 

ribbon, but not for Office 365 users.
 The following procedure may solve the loading problem: 
By default, the start screen is the first screen of Excel to dis-
play when the program is opened. For users who see the start 
screen displayed on startup, turn it off. The start screen blocks 
the auto-run procedure that creates the engineering menu. 
 Steps to fix problem: In Excel, go to File, then Options 
to display the Options Dialog Box. It defaults to the General 
category. Scroll down to the last item under Start Up Options, 
and uncheck the box for “show the start screen when this 
application starts.” Click OK and restart Excel.
 The procedure may not work in every case. For assistance, 
please contact David Garcia, vice president, at 
David_Garcia@RyderScott.com.
 Note: Templates or workbooks created in previous versions 
of Reservoir Solutions software are not compatible with current 
versions.

 Reservoir Solutions 
freeware downloaders on 
Office 365 have reported 
problems with loading  
and displaying the 
engineering menus. After 
installation, the menus 
normally appear on the 
add-ins tab of the Excel 

Office 365 “fix” necessary to display 
RS freeware template in Excel
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Please see Third-party assurance of ESG on page 13  

 Ernst & Young 
released a YE 2020 U.S. oil 
and gas benchmarking 
study on Aug 30, and part 
of its focus was on ESG 
disclosures. The report 
analyzed the industry’s 
50 largest publicly traded 
E&P companies.
 “ESG and sustainability 
have become essential to 
attracting capital and 

creating long-term value for all stakeholders. Interestingly, 
very few companies in our study — only 16 percent — are 
providing third-party assurance over ESG metrics. Due to 
a lack of standardization and companies following various 
frameworks, the importance of third-party assurance to        

investors is going to grow,” the report stated.
 The U.S. SEC is starting to consider disclosure requirements  
and standards in ESG reporting by public companies. 
 “ESG independent certification is becoming more important 
now that the SEC has also questioned the reliability of the ESG 
reports,” said Herman Acuña, executive vice president at Ry-
der Scott, who heads up the firm’s third-party ESG validation 
and verification services.
 At YE 2020, more than three-quarters of the companies 
published an ESG or sustainability report. Of the studied 
companies, ESG goals were most often identified for 
environmental topics (53 percent), rather than goals for social 
(33 percent) or governance (10 percent).
 “Some have advocated that the (SEC) commission rely on 
the work of one or more external third parties to devise and 
maintain updated ESG disclosure standards and then incorpo-

Third-party assurance of ESG set to grow, says E&Y
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  hat do end-stage oil production 
and beer foam have in common? 
They both exponentially decline.
 Twenty years ago, students at 
the Ludwig Maximilian University of 
Munich demonstrated exponential 
decay of volumes of beer froth. They 
measured the height of the “head” 
for several brands of beer.
 Arnd Leike, at the university, 
designed the experiment and wrote 
a paper. 
 In the oil industry, another term 
for exponential  decline is terminal 
decline. For tight wells, it bolts on 
to the Arps hyperbolic model as the 
exponential tail. Petroleum reserves 
engineers also use a “stretched” 
exponential production decline (SEPD) 
model to estimate future production 
from tight, fractured formations. 
 Surprisingly, decay in an electrical 
charge is an analog for SEPD. The 

W

model is based on the exponential decay of an electrical charge in a capacitor 
under a constant external load. 
 Other exponential-decay phenomena occur in geophysics, heat transfer,  
chemical reactions, luminescence, physical optics, pharmacology and toxicology, 
radioactivity, thermoelectricity and vibrations. Outside the world of physics, 
Oneness in nature on page 13 

Oneness in nature:  
Beer foam, oil production 

and the universe

https://assets.ey.com/content/dam/ey-sites/ey-com/en_us/topics/oil-and-gas/ey-2021-us-oil-and-gas-reserves-and-production-study.pdf
https://www.tf.uni-kiel.de/matwis/amat/elmat_en/articles/beer_decay/beer_article.pdf


 Freddy Alvarado and 
Carlos Alvarez joined the 
Ryder Scott Houston office 
recently, bringing with them 
more than a half century of 
combined reservoir engi-
neering experience at IOCs, 
NOCs and service companies. 
 Alvarado is a senior 
petroleum engineer with 
more than 20 years of diverse 
experience in reservoir 
engineering and economic 
analysis. His competencies 
include nodal analysis, 

performance evaluations, including decline-curve analysis, 
material balance and other methods. He was also a technical 
project manager for the first pilot test of the WAG process in 
Lake Maracaibo.
 Before that, Alvarez was the IOR advisor for reservoir 
development in PDVSA east and west divisions for heavy 
and extra heavy oil at Lake Maracaibo and the Orinoco Belt, 
starting in 1990. He was also an invited consultant for the 

 Alvarez is a senior 
reservoir engineer with more 
than 30 years of diverse  
experience in that discipline.  
He specializes in EOR and 
IOR processes, and has 
taught numerous courses in 
this field. 
 Alvarez has evaluated 
and optimized oilfield devel-
opment plans in Venezuela, 
Mexico, Norway and the U.S.
 Before joining Ryder 
Scott, he worked at Gaffney, 
Cline & Assoc. for nine years 

as a principal advisor and project manager. Alvarez was a 
team lead for projects in the Gulf of Mexico, Mexico, Colombia, 
Trinidad, Suriname, offshore Brazil, Bolivia and Argentina. 
 He also evaluated the technical feasibility of production 
technologies for field development projects, including those 
in IOR/EOR/polymer, steam and CO2 injection.
 Before that, Alvarez was a senior reservoir engineer in 
Mexico at Baker Hughes Reservoir Development Services.  He 
provided reservoir engineering analysis to support corporate 
exploration-and-development activities.
 Alvarez was an IOR /EOR advisor for reservoir development 
at PDVSA Intevep in Venezuela during 2005 to 2010. He 
helped establish standard methodologies for pilot test design 
of thermal and chemical IOR methods in Venezuela oil fields. 
The project also included evaluation of the technical and 
economic feasibility of new technologies for improving oil 
production.
 Alvarez coordinated multidisciplinary teams to evaluate 
oil fields in the Orinoco Oil Belt, Lake Maracaibo and north of 
Monagas in Venezuela. He collaborated in integrated reservoir 
studies for various oil fields. The components of those studies 
included analysis of potential implementation of IOR projects 
inside current development plans.  
 Alvarez also conducted analytical modeling and            

integrated production modeling, material balance and 
production analysis and forecasting.
 Most recently, Alvarado was a senior reservoir consultant 
with Miller and Lents Ltd.  He evaluated reserves and analyzed 
the economics of U.S. and international projects.
Alvarado also audited the reserves of deepwater projects in 
the Gulf of Mexico and provided technical advice to the 
operator. He implemented tools to evaluate production- 
sharing agreements. 
 Before that, Alvarado worked at Chevron Corp. starting in 
2015, as a reserves advisor and intellectual property manager. 
He provided petroleum reserves quality assurance, oversaw 
reserves bookings in the Trinidad, Colombia, Brazil Venezuela, 
and Argentina units, and ensured reserves alignment with the 
corporate reserves group.
 Alvarado was also a reserves coordinator at Chevron Saudi 
Arabia. He supervised reserves evaluations for carbonate and 
sandstone fields in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, and ensured 
reserves compliance. He streamlined the reserves booking 
process to better coordinate efforts between the business 
unit and corporate reserves group. Alvarado also formed 
steamflood-booking strategies.
 Before that, he was a chemical EOR project manager at 
Chevron Corp. starting in 2011. He designed chemical- 
enhanced oil recovery processes and was the subsurface lead 
for IOR/EOR evaluations of Latin American assets. His work 
involved calculating recovery factors, forecasting production 
and conducting numerical analysis for properties in South 
America. 
 Alvarado also worked at BP Plc. in Houston as a reservoir 
engineer for seven years beginning in 2004. He designed and 
delivered new technologies, including Bright Water in polymer 
flooding and Losal in EOR miscible gas and CO2 flooding.

Rogaland Research Group in Norway for a technology transfer 
program in IOR technologies between Venezuela and 
Norway.
 Alvarez has a BS degree in mechanical engineering from 
the Universidad del Zulia in Venezuela and an MBA degree 
from the Universidad Catolica Andres Bello in Venezuela.
He is a member of the European Association of Geoscientists 
and Engineers, SPEE and SPE.

Two reservoir engineers join Ryder Scott
 Alvarado also conducted thermal/compositional simulations 
to design pilot options for several Venezuelan heavy oil fields 
in the Cerro Negro area of the Orinoco Belt.
 He started his career at Pennsylvania State University, as 
a teaching assistant, and at Universidad Central de Venezuela, 
Caracas, as an instructor.
 Alvarado has a BS degree in petroleum engineering from 
the Universidad Central de Venezuela, and MS and PhD 
degrees from Penn State.

Freddy Alvarado

Carlos Alvarez

financial funds, with monthly payouts, experience an organic 
exponential decrease. The Internet makes use of an exponential- 
decay model to decrease routing failures (flapping) on the 
World Wide Web.
 Using radioactive decay as an example, the basic formula 
is as follows: N is the size of a population of radioactive atoms 
at a given time t, and dN is the population decrease in time 
dt. Rate of change is generated by the equation, dN/dt = −λN, 
where λ is the decay constant.
 The simple, yet powerful equation models decays and 
associated declines that change the world in big and small ways. 
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rate those standards into our regulatory regime,” said Com-
missioner Elad L. Roisman at the SEC last June. “While this 
approach seems expedient and responsive to concerns about 
expertise, we have to acknowledge that this is not a ‘plug and 
play’ solution.”
 He compared a standard-setter in ESG to FASB which sets 
accounting guidelines for the SEC, and cited “a fear about the 
(FASB) standard-setter’s independence and credibility being 
compromised by its funding sources and proximity to the 
industry it regulates.”
 Roisman acknowledged that the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
mostly resolved those funding issues when it required companies 
to pay accounting support fees.
 “Questions persist about FASB’s independence from 
market participants,” he said. 
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 • In capture, the biggest opportunity to reduce costs per tonne of carbon is in the technology, which includes optimizing  
  the solvent or configuration or using a technology that hasn’t necessarily been proven at a commercial scale, but has  
  been relatively successful on a pilot scale.
 In addition to cost reduction opportunities, policy continues to increase the price of carbon to improve revenue. Policy 
instruments like carbon taxes and tax credits, e.g. 45Q, allow tax offset opportunities to maximize profits from a primary 
revenue stream, such as the sale of oil or power. Emission trading systems (ETS) allow companies to trade emission allowances, 
typically in units of tonnes of CO2, which provide a revenue source directly generated from storing carbon. The number and 
magnitude of these policy instruments have steadily increased and are expected to increase more rapidly in the future.
 In conclusion, the two main components to increase commerciality are reducing costs and increasing revenue. Innovative 
solutions are formed using appropriate contracting and commercial models generated via a deep comprehension of CCUS 
value chain components, technology, designs, project configurations and risks and coupling them with carbon-credit incentives. 
 Ryder Scott is focused on technologies for capture, compression and transportation. This is useful to clients that want to 
understand a new technology marketed by a startup and how to contextualize that in a larger CCUS market. The firm’s geologists, 
geophysicists and reservoir engineers are highly competent when assessing formations and utilizing carbon for EOR or long-
term storage. Ryder Scott monetization strategies focus on incremental oil recovery from EOR, tax credits and emission- 
allowance benefits from long-term storage. Ryder Scott also offers verification and validation of emissions to help navigate the 
complex regulatory standards in reporting.
 For more information, contact the authors of this article: Sandeep Khurana at Sandeep_Khurana@ryderscott.com or 
Steven Beck at Steven_Beck@ryderscott.com.
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